
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Possible solution to past CM examination question 
 

Question 2 - April 2013 
 

Sports  Hall 
 
 

by  Dr Peter Gardner 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The information provided should be seen as an interpretation of the brief and a possible solution to a past question offered by 
an experienced engineer with knowledge of the examiners’ expectations (i.e. it's an individual's interpretation of the brief 
leading to one of a number of possible solutions rather than the definitive "correct" or "model" answer).  
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Question 2. Sports hall

Client’s requirements
1. A new sports hall is required in the shape of a 90 degree circular sector. See Figure Q2.

2. The playing area is to be 40m radius and 8m high.No structural elements are allowed inside this space.

3. The sloping seating area is to be 10m wide and extend from ground level to 5m high.No columns or other structural members are 
permitted to obstruct the view of the playing area. 

4. There are no restrictions to the structure outside the building envelope.

5. An existing reinforced concrete basement slab 0.2m thick has been discovered at 2m depth covering the whole site.

6. The playing area is to be covered in top soil so no ground floor slab is required. A minimum of 30 per cent of the roof area must 
be glazed to allow the growth of grass turf on the playing surface.

Imposed Loading
7. Roof loading  0.5kN/m²

8. Seating loading 5.0kN/m²

Site conditions
9. The site is located in a coastal location. Basic wind speed is 46m/s based on a 3 second gust; the equivalent mean hourly wind 

speed is 23m/s.

10. Borehole for proposed sports hall 
0m – 0.5m Top soil 
0.5m – 2.0m Sand N=10 
2.0m – 2.2m Concrete slab 
Below 2.2m  Dense Gravel N=30

Borehole for second sports hall 
0.0m – 4.0m  Loose clayey sand 
4.0m – 7.0m Sand N=10 
Below 7.0m  Gravel N=20

No water was found in either borehole

Omit from consideration
11. Detailed design of seating including access stairs

SECTION 1 (50 marks)
a. Prepare a design appraisal with appropriate sketches indicating two distinct and viable solutions for the  

proposed structure.Indicate clearly the functional framing, load transfer and stability aspects of each  
scheme.Identify the solution you recommend, giving reasons for your choice. (40 marks)

b. After the completion of the Sports Hall the client decides to construct a second hall in another location  
where the ground conditions are given by a second borehole.Write a letter to your client advising him of  
the implications of this information. (10 marks)

SECTION 2 (50 marks)
For the solution recommended in Section 1(a):

c. Prepare sufficient design calculations to establish the form and size of all the principal structural elements  
including the foundations.  (20 marks)

d. Prepare general arrangement plans, sections and elevations to show the dimensions, layout and disposition  
of the structural elements and critical details for estimating purposes.  (20 marks)

e. Prepare a detailed method statement for the safe construction of the building and an outline construction  
programme. (10 marks)
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Sports Hall  
 
 
Introduction 
 
This question requires the design of a new sports hall with an unusual shape.  It forms 
one quarter of a circle and contains a playing area of 40m radius with a further area of 
banked seating that borders the playing surface.  The playing area and the seating are 
to be completely free of structural elements but there is no further restriction on the 
structure.  There is an unusual feature in the ground.  The playing area is grassed which 
necessitates a third of the roof to be glazed.  This should provide a relatively 
straightforward framework around which to develop suitable structural arrangements. 
 
 
The brief 
 

 Clear span building with an unusual shape (quarter of a circle). 

 No structural elements are allowed inside the building's open space, but there 
are no restrictions outside the described envelope. 

 Sloping seating to be 10m deep in plan, and 5m high at the rear. 

 There is half a metre of topsoil and a further 1.5m of sand below which is a 
200mm thick concrete slab which sits on top of dense gravel. 

 The playing area is to be covered with topsoil. (ie no ground floor slab required). 

 A minimum of 30% of the roof area is to be glazed to facilitate light reaching the 
grassed playing surface. 

 
 
Development of structural schemes 
 
As no internal columns are allowed, it is obvious that there are going to be some long 
span roof beams required for the structure.  There are various options available ranging 
from radial beams to a 3-D grid (see figure 1).  The majority of candidates who attempt 
this question proposed the roof arrangement shown in figure 1(a).  Although this is 
structurally sound and thus perfectly satisfactory, it doesn't show any particular 
imagination and doesn't reflect the geometry of the structure.   
 
The arrangement shown in figure 1(e) has the disadvantage that all the large roof 
members meet at a point, the arrangements shown in figure 1(f) or (g) overcome this 
problem.  Figure 1(j) represents a three-dimensional roof which would provide a 
structurally efficient roof but would be too complex to design in the time allowed in the 
examination. 
 
Other possibilities would be supporting the long span roof beams with cable stays 
strung from a tower (see figure 2(a)) or portalised lattice frameworks.   
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The brief specifically mentions a requirement for 30% glazing in the roof to allow-in light 
to facilitate growth of the turf.  Although this doesn't affect the layout of supporting 
elements it does mean that excessive deflection/flexibility could cause a problem and 
therefore providing a relatively stiff structural framework would be an important 
consideration. 
 
Stability could be provided by bracing positioned around each of the perimeter faces; by 
fixed based columns acting as vertical cantilevers; by portal action or a combination of 
these.  The raked seating support provides a triangle which could be used to aid 
stability. 
 
Any of the above main framing options, combined with variation in the stability system 
could be developed into "two distinct and viable schemes".  
 
 
Ground conditions and foundations  
 
It seems fairly obvious that a building of this size will need substantial foundations on 
good soil and therefore founding on the dense gravel seems the only practical option.  
There is no better soil with increasing depth so assuming sufficient capacity can be 
gained by pad footings at 2.2m this would seem to be the ideal solution.   
 
The issue of the existing concrete slab needs to be investigated/discussed.  If the 
concrete is in reasonable condition and the site investigations don't question the quality 
of the concrete and the consistency of the gravel beneath can be assured, there is no 
particular reason why the foundations shouldn't be placed on top of the concrete slab 
(although my natural tendency is to dig out the slab and found on virgin gravel).  
However there may well be substantial lateral loads which would need to be resisted 
entirely by friction between the slab and the concrete (unless a key is constructed).   
 
It would be unwise to be tempted to found in the sand, partly because this is a 
substantial building and the sand is relatively weak, but also by definition the sand must 
have been imported at some stage as it sits on top of the concrete slab.   
 
If one wished to propose an alternative foundation solution (which probably isn't 
necessary as long as sufficient variation has been provided in the superstructure), piles 
into the gravel would be an option. 
 
 
Section 1b 
 
The scenario presented in section 1b revolves around the client wishing to build an 
identical structure in a different location where there are substantially different ground 
conditions.  This should lead one to concentrate on the problems in the ground, but a 
comprehensive answer could include checking for factors that might impinge on the 
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superstructure’s design, particularly the wind speed and other environmental factors 
connected with the location.   
 
There are very different ground conditions at the second site with gravel being found at 
7m, with 4m of loose clayey sand and an additional 3m of weak sand on top of the 
gravel.  The depth would suggest a piled solution with due note being made of the 
necessity to ensure that lateral loads can be properly dealt with.   
 
The other factor that could be brought to the client's attention is that the first site had 
half a metre of topsoil whereas the second site has clayey-sand at the surface which 
would necessitate a layer of imported topsoil for the grassed playing surface.  Both sites 
would need temporary ground works to support construction vehicles, particularly 
cranes for steelwork erection and additionally piling rigs for the second site.   
 
All these factors combined would provide a complete and detailed letter. 
 
 
Summary 
 
Overall this seems to be a relatively straightforward question involving long span roof 
beams configured in an unusual geometrical layout.  It provides an ideal vehicle to 
provide two distinct and viable alternatives and is not clouded by any issues that could 
cause difficulty.  Therefore, as long as one has sufficient experience to tackle large 
clear span buildings this question shouldn't present any particular difficulties. 
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Question 3 - April 2013 

 

Footbridge over a waterfall 

 

 

by Saprava Bhattacharya 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The information provided should be seen as an interpretation of the brief and a possible solution to a past question offered by 

an experienced engineer with knowledge of the examiners’ expectations (i.e. it's an individual's interpretation of the brief 

leading to one of a number of possible solutions rather than the definitive "correct" or "model" answer).  



Question3. Footbridge over a waterfall 
 

Client’s requirements 
 

1. A 2.5m wide footbridge across a waterfall approximately 50.0m high. Bridge should be aesthetically pleasing and should provide dramatic views over the edge of the fall. See Fig 3. 

2. A rocky outcrop at mid-span with a plan area of approximately 3.0m x 3.0m may be used for vertical support. No other foundations are permitted within 5.0m of the edge of the fall. 

3. For safety reasons, the river upstream of the bridge cannot be navigated and cannot be used for any construction activity. 

 

Imposed loading 
 

4. Uniformly distributed load 5.0kN/m2 

 

Site conditions 
 

5. The site is located in open countryside. Basic wind speed is 46m/s based on a 3 second gust; the equivalent mean hourly wind speed is 23m/s. 

6. Ground conditions:  Granite Allowable bearing capacity 2000kN/m
2

.     Rocky outcrop Maximum un-factored vertical load 250kN 

 

Omit from consideration 
 

7. Longitudinal imposed loading. 
 

SECTION 1 (50 marks) 
a. Prepare a design appraisal with appropriate sketches indicating two distinct and viable solutions for the proposed structure. Indicate clearly the functional framing, load transfer and 

stability aspects of each scheme. Identify the solution you recommend, giving reasons for your choice.        (40 marks) 

b. After the design has been completed, investigation shows that the rocky outcrop is not able to be used for support. Write a letter to your client explaining the implications on your 

design.                   (10 marks) 

 

SECTION 2 (50 marks) 
 
For the solution recommended in Section 1(a): 
 
c. Prepare sufficient design calculations to establish the form and size of all the principal structural elements including the foundations.     (20 marks) 

d. Prepare general arrangement plans, sections & elevations to show the dimensions, layout & disposition of the structural elements & critical details for estimation. (20 marks) 

e. Prepare a detailed method statement for the safe construction of the works and an outline construction programme.       (10 marks) 
  



Footbridge / Viewing Gallery over a Waterfall Figure 3  

 

  



 

  



 

  



Introduction: 

The main idea of this bridge came from the bird’s eye view of Niagara waterfall – the thought was “if there could be a curved bridge that could 

facilitate people to view the waterfall very closely from the top?” One day in future, bridge engineers might be able to make a transparent bridge / 

viewing gallery, keeping the natural beauty intact.  

 
 

   
 

Figure A: Bird’s eye view of Niagara waterfall.       Figure B: Smaller waterfall  

     

It reminded another small waterfall with a rocky outcrop in the middle where the above dream can be fulfilled hence this question was set for future 

chartered engineers.   

 

Understanding the question and visualisation of the site in three dimensions is the most important step to solve the problem. At the same time 

structural engineer’s ability to analyse beams curved in plan is equally important for this particular question. The most important and challenging 

aspect of this particular problem is how the structure to be built safely.  

 

However following figures shows the various different possible options as the solution to this particular problem but only three of them fully complies 

with client requirements and that is what expected from candidates. 

  



1. First option may be a Non-moving Gateshead millennium bridge – an appropriate solution to maintain beauty but can’t be a chosen 

option as it may not be the most appropriate solution for any candidate to manage in seven hours examination situation. 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 
Cross section of the deck can be non standard shape to suit the geometry and the nature of the forces. 

 



 
  



2. Simple beam curved in plan simply supported at either end and in the middle – but calculation suggests load on middle support can be 

higher than allowed. 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 
It can be a steel box girder easy for erection or can even be pair of girder with top precast concrete slabs. Cast in situ at this site is not 

possible. However this particular solution is not going to fulfil all the requirements from client.   

 



 



3. This is the easiest solution to go for, both design and construction point of view.  Clever arrangement can eliminate torsion totally.

 
 

 

 

 



 
  



Cross section is not drawn well as the main idea is the cantilevers at either bank to support any light 20m long foot bridge. The load balancing 

is the main part of the calculation. Thus substructure calculation carries more weight than it used to be in the past years. 

 

 
  



4. Another simplified solution which can also be considered as a further improvement from the previous solution. A very light weight 

deck (may be GRP / FRP) over hanged on top of the V shaped substructure, whereas the approaches at either end are same as 

previous proposal cantilevered from massive bases at the ends. Depending on the capacity of the rocky outcrop given the V angle can 

be adjusted. However this is not a solution for examination situation. 

 

 



The viewing deck can be rigidly connected to the supporting structures on top of the rocky outcrop in the middle and resting on the two arms of 

cantilever at either end so that optimum use of available bearing capacities. However Construction can be really difficult and risky. 

 

 
  



 

 

 
 
Over all the solutions are not that difficult as it look like. In fact the amount of work to be done is much lesser compared to some simple 
bridge questions over the years. 



Key observations from Client’s requirement => constraints 

 

 Major risks associated with the construction due to extremely difficult access:  

o H&S should be reflected in each and every part of the solution.   

o Candidates should start writing method of statement soon after they decide two distinct solutions possible and the chosen one.     

o Minimum or no construction activity should be the target at the edge of the fall 

 Rocky outcrop has only 250 KN load bearing capacity: 

o Beams curved in plan needs three supports to be a stable structure and determinate. Analysis shows the central support will be much 

more loaded compared to an intermediate support of a two span continuous beam.  

o Basically such a low bearing capacity indirectly indicates not to use any intermediate support hence the ends of the bridge must be 

built in. 

 Bottom of the water fall is navigable: 

o It clearly indicates top part of the river leading to the fall can’t be used at all. 

o However height of the water fall is about 50m hence that is also not a safe place for construction activity from downstream.  

o Only for erection purpose some floating barge might be used but rarely be available for 45+ m height scissor lifts are available to use.   

 Five meter from edge of the fall is no foundation zone:  

o This also indicates that all the construction activity in the safe zone is preferred. 

o However anything temporary with safe construction technique and approach can use that no foundation zone of 5m. 

 

  



The most appropriate two distinct viable solutions possible for this problem: 

For the two distinct and viable solutions out of four in above will be the first and the third for exam purpose and for design office 3rd will be replaced 

by its improved version as shown in 4
th

 proposal. Out of those two obviously the 3
rd

 one will be the chosen solution to develop. The reasons are:  

 Safest and easiest to construct for this particular site. The main straight section can be fully prefabricated and craned in to the position. 

 Aesthetically may be less attractive from others but the optimum view from the bridge can be obtained from this.  

 Will eliminate torsional stress completely. Two main approach spans can be built very rigid so that dynamic response minimised.  

 

Section 1b – letter to client: 

Though the proposed changes won’t have any impact to the chosen solution however it is eminent that client will expect technical advice in the reply. 

Hence it is essential for the engineer to explain in the letter that it is recommended client to verify the integrity and the capacity of the rocky bank 

where they are proposing their foundation. In addition the no foundation zone of 5m to be ensured free from instability so that during construction 

activity these two areas are well utilised for safe construction.  

 

Section 2C: - Calculations.  

For this type of project it is essential to have calculations for each step of construction to ensure safety. However calculations must have enough to 

justify the rocky out crop hasn’t enough capacity to be an intermediate support to justify not to be considered at all. Stability of structure is really 

important at all time. Hence the suspended span has to be robust and light. An underslung truss may fit in as per detailing point of view and can be 

very lightweight structure but offer enough stiffness against pedestrian dynamic actions.  

Accurate calculation of load will govern the size of the main foundations at either end to act as counterweight too. Decking can be steel plates for 

exam purpose. Finally, the cantilevers and their half joints on which the truss to be supported, should also be checked in ULS and SLS.  

 

  



Drawings: 

As mentioned in the question the answer script must include general arrangement plans, sections and elevations to show the dimensions, layout and 

disposition of the structural elements and critical details for estimation purpose.  

For the chosen solution above plan elevation sections in the form of sketch is needed to be improved to make them engineering drawings. It is also 

essential that the half joints supporting underslung truss are clearly shown along with the end anchorage detail in the main block foundations.   

 

 

 

 

Cross member providing lateral restraint to compression flange 

of main cantilevered girders supporting underslung truss  

Concrete block foundation for 

cantilevered approaching spans  

Underslung  

Truss Top 

cord and 

diagonals 

Steel Beams with rock anchors 

2.5 m Steel deck with anti-slip surface  

Typical cross section of 

Approach cantilevered 

span supporting 

Underslung 

Truss with half joint 

arrangement 



Method of Statement and outline construction programme: 

Finally the method of statement should have enough to justify the safety measures are adequately considered by the candidate. Erection of 

prefabricated structure should be the proposal rather making it a construction site for months is not acceptable. Preparation of rocky outcrop (if at all 

included) and the rocky bank at the top should be in days rather in weeks and months. The activities can be discrete rather be continuous but activities 

at site should be bare minimum. 

 

Use of cranes and other appropriate equipment for safe construction must be mentioned with necessary sketches. Programme of work in total 6 to 9 

months shouldn’t be exceeded. However site activities shouldn’t be more than a month or two as it is mostly erection of superstructure other than rock 

anchoring and casting of end blocks of foundation.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Possible solution to past CM examination question 
 

Question 4 - April 2013 
 

Underground car park 
 
 

by Bob Wilson 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The information provided should be seen as an interpretation of the brief and a possible solution to a past question offered by 
an experienced engineer with knowledge of the examiners’ expectations (i.e. it's an individual's interpretation of the brief 
leading to one of a number of possible solutions rather than the definitive "correct" or "model" answer).  



Contents: 

 

Notes on Question 4 2013 

 

Addendum (i)   

Elements of good practice relating to Q4 

2013.   

These notes may be beneficial when 

developing solutions to similar questions.  

 

Addendum (ii)  

Notes on the allocation of marks.   

These notes may be beneficial in giving a 

perspective on the marking of all CM 

questions. 

 

The views expressed are those of the writer, who is an experienced marking 

examiner. 
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Question 4. Underground car park and garden

Client’s requirements
1. An underground car park 150m long by 100m wide is to be built in a city centre. The car park is four storeys high with one level 

above ground level and the other three levels constructed underground. The roof of the car park will be used as a landscaped 
garden. See Figure Q4.

2. 4no. light wells are required at each level with a minimum total area of 320m2 per level. 

3. The storey height of each level is 4.0m.

4. The minimum fire resistance period for the structural elements is 4 hours.

5. The minimum size of each parking space is 2.5m wide by 4.8m long.

6. The minimum width of the access ramp is 7m.

Imposed loading 
7. Landscaped roof garden  10.0kN/m2 

Car park floors  2.5kN/m2 

Site conditions
8. The site is on flat level ground in a city centre. Basic wind speed is 40m/s based on a 3 second gust, the equivalent mean wind 

speed is 20m/s.

9. Ground conditions: 
Ground level - 5.0m  Loose sandy fill 
5.0m -12.0m   Silty sand, N values vary from 5 to 8 
12.0m- 20.0m  Dense silty sand, N values vary from 35 to 80 
Below 20.0m   Rock with compressive strength of 5000kN/m2  
Ground water was found at 2.0m below existing ground level.  
For the design of basement use cohesion=0 and Ø=35 degrees

Omit from consideration
10. Detail design of lift and stairs.

SECTION 1   (50 marks)
a. Prepare a design appraisal with appropriate sketches indicating two distinct and viable solutions for  

the proposed structure. Indicate clearly the functional framing, load transfer and stability aspects of  
each scheme. Identify the solution you recommend, giving reasons for your choice.  (40 marks)

b. After receiving your completed design, the client wants to add another level of basement (with a floor  
height of 4m) to cater for the future increase of cars. Write a letter to your client explaining the effect of  
this on your proposed design. (10 marks) 

SECTION 2 (50 marks)
For the solution recommend in Section 1(a):

c. Prepare sufficient design calculations to establish the form and size of all principal structural elements  
including the foundations. (20 marks)

d. Prepare general arrangement plans, sections and elevations to show the dimension, layout and  
disposition of the structural elements and critical details for estimating purposes. (20 marks)

e. Prepare a detailed method statement for the safe construction of the building and an outline construction  
programme. (10 marks)
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